
Meeting with I. Hanimhan
Ministry of Agriculture and Industry
Director of External Relations and
  Cooperation Division
State Administration Department

April 5, 2000

Land in Mongolia, including the pastureland, is still owned by the state. Land is
leased to people for 15-60 years and can be extended to 100 years.

South and middle Gobi was affected by rats and snowstorm last year.

The livestock industry needs water. However, many of the areas especially in the
Gobi region, have no wells and animals need water. It does not have enough
spring, lakes and rivers. Only one aimag has one private water company.

To increase food production, the government launched a Green Revolution
Programme. The government distributes seeds like potatoes and vegetables,
tools and provides training to farmers.

The government receives aid in the form of grains from foreign countries and
sells the grains to flour mills. They use the money they earn as a revolving fund
for food production.

The aid received by the Ministry of Agriculture and Industry is as follows:
From US
1998 22,000 tons of wheat
1999 15,000 tons of wheat
From Japan
1998 24,000 tons of wheat
1999 8,600 tons of rice
From Italy
2000 5,000 tons of wheat

They produce meat and export and import flour, vegetables, wheat, fruits, sugar,
and rice. They only export their fish.

Due to the dzud, herder families will have a shortage of milk, rice, and sugar.
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Meeting with Tserenbat Bat-Erdene
Ministry of Agriculture and Industry
Officer of Strategic Planning and Policy

April 5, 2000

Dzud affected 13 aimags, 152 sums, 77,800 households and 400,000 people. Of
the 400,000 people affected, 80,000 are children whose age range from 0-5
years old.

The government computed that for 6 months, the affected people will need:

17,000 tons of meat
25,000 tons of flour
3,800 tons of oil
4,500 tons of sugar
3,300 tons of rice
2,800 tons of milk powder
370,000 tons of tea
750,000 tons of salt

Food of children from 0-5 includes milk, sugar, flour, oil, and rice.
Pregnant and lactating women need milk, flour, milk products, oil (sunflower oil),
rice and butter.

Meeting with Sharav Tsendbayar
Mongolian Consumers Association
President

April 5, 2000

Mongolian Consumers Association (MCA) was established in 1990 and it has
chapters or offices in aimags. It has links with the government and the business
community but it is independent.

In 1996, it became a member of the International Consumers’ Association. MCA’s
mandate is the protection of consumers health, protect and uphold the rights of
the consumers, educate the consumers and contribute to the food security of the
country.

The economic reforms influenced people’s lives. With the influx of consumer
goods in the country, he said that Mongolian consumers should know about the
quality of goods they are buying. There is a need to advertise products.
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According to Mr. Sharav, there is food insecurity in Mongolia due to:
• importation of food
• economic reform which is essentially privatisation
• increased unemployment (250,000 people is estimated to be unemployed)
• poverty in Mongolia (it is estimated that 36.5 % of the people live in poverty)
• poor quality food

In the mountain population, poverty is high. Urban poverty is also increasing. For
the past 6 years, about 900,000 people have migrated to Ulaan Baatar. There
are about 200,000 people unemployed.

Due to the death of livestock, there will be lack of food in the rural areas, with
emphasis on the herders. The herders will have no cash to buy food in the
market. Neither do they have meat or cashmere to “barter” in exchange for
other food and non food items.

This is going to be a difficult period for the affected population as the socialist
government used to provide food during disasters. This was before 1990.

In terms of achieving food security, he thinks Mongolia will have food security if
the different government agencies coordinate and come up with a food security
policy and if they develop their food reserves.

Marketing is a problem in Mongolia as they do not have developed
infrastructures like roads and transport system.

They are going to hold a conference on food security and they will develop
recommendations to the government.

Response to the disaster:
They wrote a proposal to TACIS requesting for funds to deliver food, but it was
rejected. They said they need experience in writing proposals.

Meeting with Jeremy Swift and Mike
World Bank

April 5, 2000

Analysis of Poverty in Mongolia
The transition from centrally planned economy to market oriented economy was
faulty. There was rapid privatisation resulting to unemployment.
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Unemployment was and still is a serious concern and this accounts for the
increasing poverty in the country. The unemployed in the urban centers grew
and people went to the countryside to become herders.

It is their impression that some of the poor and very poor herders who were
affected by the dzud are those who came from the urban centers. As they do
not have the skills and the experience, they are not skillful herders.

Also, when the cooperatives broke up, powerful people got the best animals,
trucks and equipment.

Impact of the Death of Livestock
Severe snowstorm hits Mongolia every 30 years. The dzud that started in 1999
will have its impact in the coming months. Small herders belonging to the
category of very poor and poor families will suffer the impact of the dzud.
However, some maybe the same herders who do not have the skills to take care
of heir animals.

There will be less milk and milk products in July, August and September and this
will affect both the rural and urban areas.

Restocking Programme
The government is thinking of coming up with a standard re stocking programme
so that every organisation which will engage in this programme will be properly
guided. The re stocking programme must also be in the form of “credit” and
there should be a kind of re payment scheme.

From Jeremy’s point of view, there are enough animals in Mongolia to re stock.
These should come from neighboring aimags and sums to eliminate problems of
diseases and transport. However, the cost of animals will certainly increase due
to the disaster.

A set of criteria should be set in selecting beneficiaries:
• good herding skills (skills to take care of their animals)
• adequate labor
• access to network (like the informal structures among the herders) who acts

as their support mechanism

For those who lack skills, they think alternative sources of income can be derived
from vegetable garden.

There is a very strict gender division of labor in a herder’s family. Women make
food products and men probably sell the animals.
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There is a need to look at the gender impact of re stocking.

Education
30% of the boys from herder families are not in school. They are herding. The
figure can increase due to the disaster.

Schools depend on fuel for heating.

Coping Mechanism
There is a very good social cohesion in herders’ camps, between town and
countryside. The townspeople collect money and send money to their relatives
who are in need.

Economic Future of Mongolia

1. It will continue to depend on livestock. And it has good reasons to do so.
There is a big market for cashmere and wool in China and Russia.

2. Mining is a good source of income. There are copper, gold and uranium in the
country.

3. Mongolia has a very high literacy rate and qualified labor.

Concerns that need to be addressed are:

1. Processing of wool and cashmere in country to command a higher price
2. Marketing strategies and facilities need to be in place
3. Governance needs to be improved

Recommendations are:

1. There is a need to monitor the following:
• prices of animals and wheat
• children’s nutritional status especially cases of anemia

2. As snowstorm happens every year, very severe snowstorms every 30 years,
there is a need for the government to look at risk management. This can include:
• livestock insurance
• emergency fodder
• pastoral risk management strategy
• emergency grazing reserves

When doing assessment in the sum level:
• Go to the bag leader
• Can call for a bag assembly
• When visiting from house to house, take with us the village nurse
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• Talk to the school teacher

Notes on urban poverty:

There are many female headed households and the number of street children is
growing.

Small scale enterprises are viable but the problems on marketing will affect the
success and growth of the small scale enterprises.

Meeting with Gombojav Batgerel
Programme Manager of Disaster
Mongolian Red Cross Society

April 6, 2000

She thinks that in normal times, poor households have sufficient food but not
enough cash for health and education.

There are 77,000 households or 444,000 people affected by the dzud.
Approximately, this is 1/5 of the total population of Mongolia.

Its impact are:

1. Food shortage and vitamin deficiency is expected in the months to come. The
most vulnerable groups who will be affected by the food shortage are the
children, the elderly and the pregnant and lactating women.

2. Death of livestock has psychological impact on the people. It is more that
food and income for the people. It is their culture and tradition.

3. Families split: able bodied seek better pastures, the vulnerable stay behind
and children of school age are in boarding school.

4. Increase in the number of children dropping out from school
5. Lack of income – April is the busiest and most productive time of the year for

herders. During this period, they shear animals, sell the cashmere, go to the
market, barter.

Response of the MRC
1. Food and boots distribution to 2,600 households or 19,000 people in March in

6 aimags.
2. They have sent out an appeal for food assistance and boots for 35,000

people (average size of family is 5.5). The boots are made in Ulaan Baataar.
The food assistance will cover the months of March till September.

3. Food assistance/family will include: 1 sack of flour (50 kg), 25 kg rice, iodised
salt, vegetable oil, condensed milk, and powdered milk.
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Apart from food and boots, the herders need also warm clothes.

Meeting with Nansaljav Gerelsuren
President
Mongolian Women’s Federation

April 6, 2000

March and April are the busiest months of the year for the herders.

With the drought and the dzud happening in 1999 and this year, the herder
families did not have grass for the animals for the winter.

Decision Making
The Mongolian tradition is that the man is the head of the family. However,
decisions are not made alone by the man. From what they have observed, they
think that decisions are shared by the husband and wife. There are cases when
old people or relatives are consulted. This is most true for young couples.

Gender Division of Labor
Women
Women and children take care of the small herds. All throughout the year, the
women wash clothes, clean the house and prepare meals. Milking the cow and
the other animals are women’s job only.

During summer, they sleep less than men. They knit and sew the family’s winter
clothes. During winter, they milk the animals and prepare the dairy products.

Men
Men take care of the big herds and every animal requires particular care in every
season. They watch over and collect the herds. They also carry water from the
well.

Men seldom cook.

The impact of the disaster on women:
1. fatigue – they are constantly moving in search of good grass, women and

children must move with the livestock
2. psychological stress – women leave their children behind some times and

they worry about them
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Nature of MWF
The programmes of MWF are:

1. training which can include livelihood and health
2. advocacy targeting the government about women’s rights; they were

successful in establishing special place for pregnant women who are awaiting
the time of their delivery

They received funding from UNDP and Australian Development Center from
1994-1996.

Response to the emergency:

They contributed one day salary to Red Cross for relief to the disaster areas.

Meeting with J. Batsuuri
Professor, Dr. of Science (Anthropologist)
Social Policy Adviser for Prime Minister of Mongolia

April 7,2000

Socialist Period
During this time, there is no shortage of water. Nearly every family has well –
either pumps or hand dug wells.

Education and health also improved.

Culture
There are two kinds of civilisation: (1) the nomadic way of life which has its roots
in their tradition; and  (2) the beginning of urbanisation.

Herders
Mongolian nomadic way of life can be described as free – livestock are never
fenced, not fed but just pastured. It is completely different from the Western
concept of herding.

A herders way of life flows with the season, the water and air. All things depend
on nature. If the animals are fenced, they will die. The livestock takes everything
from nature. In spring, the animals lactate. In summer, the animals grow.
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How the herders relate with their herds is interesting. They are perceived not as
wealth but part of tradition. They also never use the small animals as food. The
“life cycle of herder families is very much attached to animals”.

They feel very happy when they have plenty of livestock. They only kill an animal
when they need meat.

Those who lost all their animals will probably not work as “herders” for other
families who still have their animals. This springs from fear that if anything
happens to the animals, it will be their responsibility.

With the drought and the dzud, there is shortage of pasture and animal food for
winter and spring.

The Mongolians, being Buddhists, also pray and hold ceremonies to ask for rain.

It will be difficult to change the nomadic lifestyle but we can try to introduce little
changes.

Mongolian parents take care of their children even if they are already adults.
They also share whatever they have to family members. He observes that now,
more and more, people turn to blood relationship (like brothers, sisters) and next
to friends. Wealth is shared among family members.

When visiting the herder families, do not ask “how many of your animals died?”
Ask how many did you lose?

Food Security
Enshrined in the constitution, the state is accountable for the safety of the
President, the Prime Minister, the Speaker and the Livestock. This perhaps
explains the government’s policy to attain food security.

The governor of the aimag is responsible for the protection of the livestock.

Main Problems in Mongolia
1. Poverty due to the state of Mongolia’s economy: lack of cash, no enterprises,

no technology, limited business knowledge, manufacturers only located in
UB; particular to the livestock – shortage of water, graze land and fodder

2. Lack of access to education: school children dropping out from school,
universities are found only in UB

3. Lack of access to health services: some people are moving to the city
because they have better access to health and education facilities

4. Lack of technical training and information in rural areas: the farmers for
example need to be trained on how to grow crops
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Recommendations
1. Increase national industry and they should be located outside UB
2. As to water, there is a need to maintain and reconstruct wells
3. Build universities outside of UB
4. Conduct technical training in the rural areas

Others

Taxes: A family which has only 150 heads of animals or less do not pay taxes to
the government.

Education: In 2000, the government is giving priority to education. From 1990-
1999, parents paid in boarding schools. The government will start to give food
and funds to boarding school to prevent school drop out.

Ethnicity: There are 20 ethnic groups in Mongolia but they have equal rights
under the constitution.

Religion: After the socialist period, there are many religions developing in
Mongolia now. It is not a problem yet but it may well become a problem in the
future.

Gender relation: Men and women, husband and wife have equal rights. In UB,
there is divorce. But in countryside, there is no divorce. Caring or nurturing is the
domain of women and economics or providing for the family is the domain of the
men. There are more women (70%) in the university than men (30%). Men
migrate to find work in other countries.

Regional Feeling: Mongolia is Central Asia. Although they can trace their roots to
Asians being hunters in the past.

Meeting with Chiltem Suren
Secretary
State Emergency Comission

April 7, 2000

Mandate of the SEC: report to the parliament everyday, dissemination of
information, coordination of relief efforts

Its information dissemination is related mostly to statistical information on dead
animals. Whatever they produce, they submit to UNDP.
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On April 1, they called for a meeting. Their concerns are how to re-stock,
veterinary support, and fodder.

Every aimag governor is represented in the SEC.

Meeting with Saldan Enkhthuya
Senior Programme Assistant
(Member of the UN Disaster Management Team)
UNDP

April

The UN Disaster Management Team (UNDMT) is composed of the different
heads of the UN agencies in Mongolia.

During the socialist period, the state operated livestock farms and employed
hundreds of local people to take care of the animals. The state provided the farm
with hay and other food for the animals.

But when this system was abolished in 1990, the “government transferred
responsibility to the people”. Animals were given to the people employed in the
state farm but the responsibility to take care of the animals became largely that
of the private owners.

Disaster Preparedness/Public Information

Some herders probably know that the winter would be harsh. Others may not
have the information because they do not have access to radio and the herders
are so dispersed that access to information may be very limited.

But to those who may have known the severity of the winter, the herders may
have limited capacity to plan and prepare for the dzud.

As a form of disaster preparedness, other herders slaughtered weak animals.
Others move to different aimags to search for good pastureland.

Food Security and Nutrition

UNDP’s perception about nutrition is based on the 1997 nutrition survey report.
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Issues

Some pastureland is over grazed. Half of the south territory (Gobi) is changing.
Herders move to the central and north territories and the areas may soon
become over grazed.

Meeting with Syann Williams
Coordinator
UN DMT

(Meeting with Syann was more of a sharing about what Oxfam is doing and our
initial findings.)

Based on their assessment, the most important needs are:

• Food for the people
• Food for the animals to save the remaining animals

Commitments

WFP did not think they would get involved. FAO made no commitment either to
the emergency relief.

The WFP person in Rome is Rasmus Egendal <Rasmus Egendal@wfp.org>

Meeting with Douglas Gardner
Resident
UNDP

Mongolia is in its early stage of development. Even the whole NGO movement is
in its early stage. Mr. Douglas Gardner thinks that Mongolia can benefit from
Oxfam’s programme experience both in community based programmes and
advocacy.

Mr. Gardner mentioned about their invitation to Kevin Watkins a couple of years
ago to come to Mongolia. According to him, it would be good to engage the new
government which will be elected in June, on socio economic paradigms. Kevin
Watkins is welcome anytime he is available to visit the country.

Oxfam and the other NGOs will be welcome to work in Mongolia. UNDP offers to
help Oxfam while it tries to set up an office in the country.
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Meeting with Dashzeveg
Governor of Zavkhan

April 13

Zavhan is one of the biggest and remotest aimags in Mongolia. It is 1,000 kms
away from UB. Its land area is 82,000 sq kms. It has a population of 100,000
people while its livestock numbered about 2,500,000 before the dzud. They
estimate that about 10% of the population are living in poverty. The level of
income of the poorest families is pegged at Tg 9,800/person/month.

Most of the poor are found in the sum centers. The perception is that poor
families from the villages are moving to the sum and aimag centers. They
calculated that about 600-700 people have recently moved to the aimag center.
He said that now more than ever, there is a marked distinction between rich and
poor.

The aimag’s economy is based on its livestock. The wool from sheep totals about
3,000 tons, cashmere from goat is about 180 tons and other skin totals about
6,000-7,000 tons.

The dzud killed 319,000 animals and the estimated losses is about 8 billion tg.

The aimag has 3,600 people unemployed despite the decrease of the
unemployment figure by 800 this year. The state employs 3,600 employees. It
pays pension to 7,000 people. And around 6,000-7,000 people get aid from the
government for various reasons ie funeral costs.

Approximately, the cost of food in Zavhan is 100 tg more expensive than in UB.

From the governnor’s point of view, he thinks that the problems of the aimag
are:

1. unemployment due to lack of industry
2. cost of electricity is expensive
3. drop out in schools due to poverty
4. poor condition of dormitories in centers – they lack heating, beds, electricity

The livestock industry is affected by the following problems:

1. Some herders have no skills
2. Lack of support to the herders in terms of grass, water and medicine
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The drought weakened the animals and the snowstorm killed a lot of animals. In
the aimag, the coldest weather was recorded at –54 C.

His recommendations are:

1. Provide employment like re-stocking for skilled herders and operating
industries. The governor thinks that micro enterprises will not work because
the funds are so small and they cannot improve people’s lives. Some people
cannot even repay the money that the poverty alleviation programme lent to
them.

2. Provide electricity at reduced cost
3. Provide heating, beds and electricity in school dormitories

According to the governor, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the German
Embassy are keen to support a re stocking programme.

Disaster Preparedness/Public Information

The government disseminated information about the dzud. Some herders moved
as far as 1,000 kms away, to the other aimags  to seek for pasture. Out of the 2
million animals in the entire aimag, only about 1 million was in Zavhan.

Some herders also killed about 600,000 weak animals before winter.

The state has no emergency fund. The aimag has 20 million tg earmarked for
the livestock industry - provide medicine, provide wells and improve the
breeding. However, the amount was used to buy fodder for spring.

Plans

The government plans to call for a meeting of herders to make an appeal to big
herders to sell some of their livestock at a cheaper price.

Immediate needs identified by the governor are:

1. food: flour, rice, tea
2. shoes, boots and tobacco for men
3. cotton clothes
4. candles

Relief Assistance

Mongolian Government: 80 million tg for hay assistance
Ministry of Agriculture and American Embassy: 20 million tg
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Wind of Peace (Japanese NGO): 25 million tg for hay and food
Mongolian Red Cross (MRC): 12 tg million for food and boots
German Embassy: 12 tg million for animal feeds

Commitments

ADRA: to give food for 50 families/sum for 11 affected sums
German Technical Cooperation: 40-50 million tg

Meeting with the Department of Agriculture

April 13

The total number of livestock which died due to dzud is 319,000. This is 10% of
the total number of livestock which is 2.4 million.

They cannot make a forecast as to how many more will die if the grass do not
grow soon.

During the dzud, herders moved to places which still have pastures and water.
Their livestocks were very weak and could not go very far.

The local hay storage of the aimag still has 300,000 tons of hay and 24,000 tons
of cereals for the animals. This is a donation from the central government.

The person in charge advised that the herders needed to request from the bag
leaders and their request will be submitted to the sum and the sum leaders will
submit to the aimag.

However, this is not a grant to the herders. They need to pay the government
back in August. Herders can pay in wool or cashmere and these materials would
be sold to China or Russia.

Meeting with Oujungerel
Statistical Officer

April 13

There are 17,500 households in this aimag. About 25% of them are living in
poverty in the sum centers. Please refer to ranking of poor sums in Zavkhan.

Interview with Herders at the Broken Well
Gomvolhundev, Munkhbat, Ganbold, Tatshaikahn
(All men)
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April 14

Before the dzud, they had an average of 300 animals each. There was no grass
in summer, and the winter was windy and there was a lot of snow. Their animals
were so weak and thin. Everyone said they lost their big animals like cows and
horses.

Perception of Poor and Rich Families
Poor families have few animals, less than 100 in fact. Rich families can feed their
children, earn money and sell products from their animals.

Food Security
They have four times more food during the dzud than after the dzud. It is
interesting that when we were doing a proportional piling activity using different
sizes of stone to indicate the amount of food they have, the herders picked an
additional very small stone to illustrate the amount of food they now have after
the dzud.

They still have dried meat from their winter food but without cows they have no
milk for the coming months. They have no cash and were not able to skin the
dead animals because they are so thin. They said they will borrow flour from the
businessmen coming to their village and will kill some animals in July for their
food.

Problems
Because the weather and the grass were good for 7 years, they did not really
have big problems except for lack of cash. But after the dzud, their big problems
are lack of livestock to keep them food secure and lack of water for the animals.
There are wells in the sum but many of them are not working. The wells in this
sum are from 150-200 meters deep.

Their most difficult months are May and June because grass have not grown and
they think there will be lack of grass for the animals.

Needs
Their immediate needs are food and water for the remaining animals. They also
lack food between now and June.

Issues
There are businessmen going to their village. They borrow food and non food
items from them and pay back with wool or cashmere. They do not know
whether the businessmen will require them to pay interest if they cannot pay
back in July.
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One sack of flour costs Tg10,000. The businessmen sets the price of the wool or
the cashmere they get from the herders.

Interview with Namnan (51 yrs), Gambat (29 yrs), Bolorma (20 yrs)
and Laazlmaa (21 yrs)
A middle class herder family

April 14

Namnan is the mother of 8 children, 4 boys and 4 girls. Five of them are married
and 3 are unmarried. There are four families living in this cluster of gers – all her
children. Altogether, the four families had 1,000 animals before the dzud and
what was left now was 500.

Source of Livelihood
Their animals are their primary source of food and income. They sell their wool
and cashmere to the businessmen who come to their village. Namnan said that
cashmere is more expensive than wool.

The businessmen who come to the village buy the fur of the animals and they
also buy their food from them. They also sell their animals to the same
businessmen who come to their village.

The herders in their village sell to the highest bidder and they negotiate with the
businessmen. However, they also said that the price of the cashmere and the
wool is set by the businessmen.

They spend their money usually on clothes, food and presents for their children
when they get married.

Perception of Gender Role in Mongolian society:
Women care for the children, do household duties like wash clothes and cook,
shear animals.
Men has the responsibility for the work outside the house like taking care of
animals, pasture.

Women’s Schedule

At about 6:00 am
Boil water for tea and prepare breakfast
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During breakfast time, plan daily activities with children and grandchildren – like
who will get water, firewood, participate in milking the animals, etc.
Give feed to animals
Clean house

Lunchtime
Prepare food
Go to pasture
Carry water

Entertainment
They try to find newspaper and read
Sew their clothes
Listen to radio or music

Decisions are made by both the husband and the wife.

On Herding
Men take care of big animals like horse, cows and camels while women and
children take care of small animals like goat and sheep.

Illness
They are not sick at all.

Source of water
They get the water they drink from the river and this is the same river (and
same spot) where the animals also drink water.

Perception of Poor and Rich Herders
Poor: Those with no livestock or they lack cash.
Middle class: Herders with several livestock, no one is sick in the family, can get
dairy products from their animals (They classified themselves to be middle class.)
Rich: Families with more than a thousand livestock

Impact of the dzud on the very poor and poor herders

1. unemployment, lack of cash
2. lack of food
3. lack of food for animals

Immediate Needs:
1. cash to buy food or food
2. cereals for the remaining animals
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Interview with Men Herders: Mayaor, Chultemsuren, Enkubayar,
Tserenbat, Galbadrakh, Tserenbat, Nyaninmachig and Women Herders:
Baljinnyam, Erdenechimeg

April 14

Perception of Men and Women
They consider both men and women as herders. Women’s tasks include all the
“inside the ger” activities like cleaning and cooking. Men are in charge of the
animals in the pasture or generally the “outside” work. But both are considered
to be herders.
The dzud
It was very windy and they lost a lot of animals. Two families of 8 people used to
have 300 animals before the dzud. Only 120 animals survived. All their cows and
horses are dead.

Problems before the dzud

They said they had no problem before the dzud – everything was normal.

Impact of the dzud
1. They are borrowing heavily from the businessmen from the aimag and the

sum. They borrow clothes, flour, rice and this practice has started since the
beginning of the market economy. They borrowed 30 sacks of cereals for
animals. For one sack of cereal they borrowed, they need to pay 1 sheep or 1
goat which sells for Tg 20,000. Some of their animals survived, others did
not.

2. When we asked them how they think they can pay back the cereals, they said
they will sell their cashmere (about 10 kgs) and sell some of their remaining
livestock to pay for the cereals.

Problems after the dzud
1. Increasing loan
2. Anxiety that their animals will die because the grass have not grown and no

rain has come
3. Lack of food and clothes

When asked to rank their problems, their answers are:
1. repayment of loan
2. food for people
3. clothes for adults and children
4. feed for animals

When asked if they were given 50,000 tg what will they do with it, they said:
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They will buy 2 sacks of flour, tobacco for men and candles.

Most difficult months will be May and June especially if the grasses do not grow.

Others
April is the month of lactation and breeding. There is an enormous increase of
work for everyone. Spring time is windy, dusty, and most of them are tired due
to breeding. Most common illness during this time is cough.

Interview with Balt
Director of Primary and Secondary School in the Sum Center

April 14

The school in the sum center is a eight year school – primary and secondary. It
has 300 students, 21 teachers and 9 workers. Before the dzud, it had 140
livestock.

Herder families living in the countryside put their children in the state owned
dormitory or boarding schools (a practice from the socialist period). But parents
have to provide their children with food. Most parents would bring an animal to
the school as their contribution to the children’s food. The school then asks
someone from the countryside to take care of these animals.

After the dzud, the school has now only 40 remaining animals.

The school spent its money intended to repair the dormitory and the heating
system for fodder during winter time. The dormitory is a very old building and
very cold.

Classrooms rely on stove for heating. They mainly use wood, scrap paper and
some garbage to burn and provide heat to the school children.

The director fears that students will drop out in September because parents do
not have animals and cash to pay for the school needs of the children and to buy
their food.

Problems of the education sector:
1. Teachers do not receive their salary on time.
2. Sometimes, they do not receive cash but goods like sugar, tea, flour and

vodka.

Others
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The provincial government or the aimag gives the school an annual allocation of
Tg 28 million. This is used to pay for teachers’ salary and when there is extra,
they use it to buy food for the children.

On April 1, the pump which generates electricity in this sum stopped functioning
and the whole sum center does not have electricity. The director said there is no
petrol to run this pump.

Interview with the Sum Governor

April 15

There are five bags in this sum, with a total of 609 households including all the
herders.

Disaster Preparedness/Public Information
The governor learned about the severe snowstorm from the newspaper. Herders
know about the severe snowstorm from knowledge of weather by the old
herders.

The Dzud
The west side of the aimag covers the following sums: Tsetsen Uul, Bayannuur,
Zavhanmadal, Erdenehayharn, Dorvoljin . The west side is dry compared to the
east side sums like Telmen and Yaru. The west side is considered to have always
a disaster.

Most of the herders from the west move to Dorvoljin for pasture.

Impact
Before the dzud, there were about 125,000 livestock in the sum. About 38,000
died from the dzud. Approximately 5,000 went to different parts of sum and they
have no report yet whether these animals survived.

Most of those affected were families with less than 150 animals. Young couple
herders from the sum and new herders were also hard hit.

Before the dzud, there were 17 poorest families in the entire sum. This is based
on the criteria that if families earn less than 40% of 9,600 tg per month , they
are considered to be the poorest. From their survey, there are 40 poor families
earning 9,600 tg per month.

After the dzud, 31 families lost all their livestock. This increased the number of
the poorest households to 48. Before the dzud, there were 60 families with less
than 20 animals and even this category has increased.
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Problems Before the Dzud

Their problem was electricity but this was solved when the Japanese government
donated a diesel motor.

Problems After the Dzud (according to ranking)
1. Increasing number of very poor and poor families especially those who lost

their livestock
2. No electricity: they used the money allocated for electricity to pay for fuel to

transport hay during winter
3. School dormitory: it is a very old building and needs repair

He thinks the most difficult months are from April to May because there are no
green pastures yet.

Immediate Needs
1. Re stocking
2. Vegetable growing

Others
Sum governor is aware of the “loan” or the borrowing  going on in the country
side. But he said he does not have the capacity to keep track and monitor all the
businessmen going to the countryside.

Interview with Baigalmaa
Sum Nurse

April 15

There are 2 doctors and 4 nurses in this sum.

There is no sum level nutritional survey conducted so far. It is difficult to
establish whether there are children from age 0-5 who are undernourished or
malnourished.

However, since last year, they have treated about 40-50 children from 0-5 who
have respiratory infection. Most of these children are from the countryside. No
death from respiratory infection has been recorded in the hospital.

The most common seasonal illnesses are:

March – May : hepatitis, high blood pressure among old people
June – July : diarrhea
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November – February : many forms of heart disease

The most common injuries are:
Borken bones from falling from horses and motorcycle

Two deaths of children were due to falling from a horse.

There are 16 patients in the sum hospital. Their age range is from 25-50.
1. Heart patients – 8
2. Pneumonia – 5 (some with combination of heart problem)
3. Kidney problem – 4

Some patients also suffer from high blood pressure.

Problems of the health sector are:
1. There is only one ambulance that responds to the emergency call of herders.

There used to be two ambulances in the sum but the police did not have any
car so they got the ambulance. The remaining ambulance is from PAPO. The
other is from the contribution of the people.

2. They cannot provide health services to all the herders in the countryside
because they move to very far pasture and the road is not accessible.

3. There is no fuel for the ambulance.
4. They have shortage of food for the patients.
5. There is shortage of medicine.
6. There is no electricity. It is difficult to provide health care for example to

women who give birth in the evening.

Their ranking of the problem is as follows:

1. shortage of medicine especially for village level health workers
2. lack of ambulance and even horses for village level health workers
3. lack of electricity
4. lack of food for patients
5. no fuel for the ambulance
6. bad roads

They also perceive that the government does not pay attention to the well being
of the health workers. The nurse receives very low salary, 30,000 tg month. The
head doctor receives 40,000 tg month. They also receive their salary very late
most of the time.

Interview with Purev – 62 years old and Bayandnuren 73 years old
Elderly couple
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April 15

They have 9 children, 7 boys and 2 girls.

Purev studied util the 4th grade. She entered the school when she was 9. Most of
the people then at that time finished only until grade 4. She helped her parents
and became a herder.

The couple decided to live together. At the age of 18, Purev had their first child.
They got married when she was 20 years old.

There was a state farm in this sum during the socialist period. At that time, the
couple and two of their children were working in the farm as paid herders. They
received a salary of 250-300 tg per month.

When the state farm closed down in 1990, they were given vouchers to claim
some animals. The basis of the distribution was the size of their family. They
received 11 sheep and 3 goats, 3 cows and 4 horses.

Their children who used to work in the farm did not receive animals because
they moved to UB in 1975.

In 1995, their herd size was about 150. The number more or less remained
constant until 1999. Before the dzud, they got 26 goats, 13 horses, 12 cows, and
the rest are sheep. After the dzud, they have only 2 horses and 1 cow left.

Disaster Preparedness/Public Information
They have no radio so they did not have access to information about the
snowstorms. But they somehow guessed that there would be serious storms
because there was drought.

Impact of dzud
They said they lost some of their animals because it was very cold. About 30
sheep and 20 goats were used to buy food items and used as food.

They did not have serious problems before the dzud.

Problems after the dzud, according to their ranking:
1. shortage of food like flour and rice
2. no livestock
3. lack of clothes and shoes for the next winter, materials for del, their

traditional clothes
4. no money
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They said their most difficult months are all the months that lay ahead because
they do not have animals.

Relief assistance
They received 1 sack of flour from the MRC, dried tea, and 5,000 tg from a
private company.

Comparison of well being
Life during the socialist period is better. People have jobs and things are not
expensive. Back then, 70 kilos of flour cost 70 tg.

Life is difficult now. Food is expensive. 20 kgs of flour costs 18,000 tg. Their
children cannot find jobs. Their 5 children (ages from 20-30 years) and 2
grandchildren live with them and are dependent on them.

Their combined pension per month is 18,000 tg.

Observations on Sanitation

Water
There is a well at the sum center where people and animals get their water to
drink. It is a hand dug well of about 2-3 meters. There are water buckets made
of leather bags which the herders use to get water from the well. The people
said that each bag contains 8-12 liters of water.

Contamination of the well is very high. It is not covered. Although the well has
fences around it, it does not have a proper drain so there is mud on the apron of
the well and all over.

Bags used to fill water also contaminate the water. These bags are tied to a
rope. They throw the bags into the water and wait until the bag fills up with
water. As many people and animals line up for water, refilling the bags has to be
very quick. To refill it, the herders throw the bags on the dirty apron. People
throw back the bags to the well to get more water.

Many women get water from this well. This is the same water women used for
cooking and drinking.

Toilets
All the toilets we saw are shallow pits. The toilet in the school is about 2 meters
deep.

The toilet in the school will need some improvement. There are no doors and it
can be freezing cold during winter. The floor is made of wood. There are gaps
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between the wood and these are the holes people use. During summer, flies will
be all over the place. There are no handwashing facilities near the toilet.

All the other toilets we saw are worst.

Yaru Sum

Interview with a couple Baljinnyam, a man 21 years old, and his wife
Erdenebileg 18 years old and their relatives – Damsran, Delgerdavaq,
Dogoo, Davaasuren, Tsendjan, Gombogur, Sharavdorj, Tumenjargal,
Enkhamgalan, Erdenebat

This cluster is composed of 4 families who are relatives.

Number of livestock before and after the dzud
Tumenjargal (a family of 6): 100 sheep, 17 cows, 18 horses; 21 sheep, 2 cows, 4
horses
Baljinnyam (a family of 4): 50 sheep, 15 cows, 15 horses; 10 sheep, 3 cows, 3
horses
Enkhamzalan (a family of 6): 120 sheep, 15 horses, 9 cows; 80 sheep, 7 horses,
5 cows
Erdenebat ( a family of 5): 7 cows, 10 sheep; all dead

Baljinnyam and Erdenebileg were neighbors and they got married in 1995. The
man is now 26 years old and the woman is 23. They have two children – 1 boy
and 1 girl.

They said that before the dzud, they live normally although they said that food
and other non food items like shoes are expensive. This is most expensive in
remote sums.

Problems after the dzud according to their ranking
1. no food and no cash to buy food
2. cannot buy clothes
3. not enough horses for transportation

Coping mechanisms
They were not living together in this cluster before the dzud. On April 1, they
started to live together because they lost most of their livestock.

They share food among each other and said that they would like to plant
potatoes together since they live near a river.

Relief Assistance
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The state gave to each family: 9 kg rice, 40 matches and 2 candles but one
family did not receive any relief assistance.

Observations:
Children and adults are coughing and have running nose.

The young wife was kindling fire in the stove and she was putting dried animal
dung in the stove using her hands. To remove the dirt from her hands, she tried
to “brush away the dirt” using her hands as well. After a while, she got the meat
and started preparing food without washing her hands.

Interview with Sanjdorj, Sum Governor and Enkhbayar, Vice Governor
in Yaru

April 15

The governor is in charge of managing the entire sum including its social
services. In the administration unit, there is a unit represented by civilians who
have the right to remove the governor from office if he is not doing a proper job.

Yaru is one of the biggest sums and it is but 60 kms away from Uliastay, the
aimag center. However, the dirt road is so bad that it takes 2 hours to travel to
and from Uliastay. Yaru has 904 families living on the 5 bags or villages. Before
the dzud, it ranks third in the number of livestock and it has the highest number
of sheep in the aimag or province. Its total number of livestock before the dzud
was 146,000.

The dzud
It had its share of disasters. In 1977, a snowstorm that hit their sum had ½
meter snow. In 1999, they had only about 5-8 cm snow but it was so windy and
cold. The animals were so weak and thin because there was no grass due to
drought.

Impact
Reported deaths of livestock were 36,000, most are sheep and cow. 40 families
lost all their livestock, 50 families have now remaining less then 50 animals, and
481 have from 50 to 200 animals. Only 26 families have 500-1,000 animals and 6
have more than 1,000.

Problems
They have not had electricity for 2 years. They have no money to buy fuel for
the diesel motor. There are two petrol stations in the sum. One is owned by the
state and the other is owned by a private businessman. Both have increased the
price of their fuel cost.
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Benzine or gasoline costs 550 tg per liter. Diesel costs 460 tg liter.

Relief Assistance

From German Embassy
They received assistance for 50 families. They received 100 sacks of flour
weighing 25 kg per sack. 50 sacks of rice, at 30 kg per sack, 80 sacks of yellow
rice at 50 kg per sack, 25 bags which contain cloth for del, dry tea, matches,
candles

From State Emergency Commission
In February and March, herders from the different bags received 7.5 tons of flour
and 3.5 million tg. They also received fish oil, flour, rice, matches and candles.

Interview with Pagmajab, a doctor and Norovsambu, a nurse

April 16

There is a pediatrician from the aimag who collects information about the health
and nutrition , immunisation of children from 0-5. But there is no nutritional
survey conducted so far.

Most common illnesses are: appendicitis (about 100 people) from “using water
from the river”, kidney problems, high blood pressure mostly affecting 40 years
old and above. Children are afflicted with pneumonia but since 1990 there has
been no reported death from pneumonia.

Problems
1. 4 bags could not be reached – they are so far away, about 150 kms
2. poor and poorest families cannot give additional food to children; yoghurt can

only be given during summer and they lack even the tradional soup of flour
and mutton

3. poor women who gave birth do not have enough food to feed their children

Ranking of problems
1. lack of ambulance
2. lack of medical equipment that they can use for operation
3. lack of basic hospital materials like gloves and disinfectant

Interview with Dorjgotov,teacher

April 16
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He has been a teacher for 27 years in the secondary school in the sum center.

During the socialist period, there were 800 students in the school and most
people even in the countryside can read and write. Transportation was free as
well as the school dormitory.

After 1990, many students drop out and work out as herders. Current enrollment
is only 278, total of students both in the primary and secondary school. The
teacher said this may be due to the cost of sending their children to school as
they need to buy them clothes, books and school supplies.

Impact of dzud:
From Oct to April, 33 students have been absent from school since winter and
they think they have dropped out. The 33 students live so far away from the sum
centers and they needed to help their parents during winter time. Most of the 33
students are boys whose age ranges from 10-16 years.

Problems in the education sector according to rank are:
1. The sum center does not have a dormitory to accept students from the

countryside. Students from the countryside have to “live near the sum center”
to be able to study. This requires the whole family to live near the sum
center.

2. The school lacks teaching materials and supplies.
3. The dirt roads are so bad. Parents who live farther away from the sum center

move closer to Uliastay and send their children to the school in the aimag
center.

4. They do not have food for the children.

Immediate needs
Provision of teaching materials

Interview with the children living in the sum center: Sundyijab, 12
years, Ankhbaatar, 12 years, Dejidsuren, 9 years, Nyambayar, 7 years,
Hajidsuren, 9 years, Orjonjargal

April 16

The interview started with children whose names are given above. But after a
while, other children joined in and we had more than 10 children as respondents.

Some of the children lost many animals and others lost all their animals.

Impact of dzud on Food Security
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We asked about particular food they eat. They said that during winter they eat
soup made up of potatoes and meat and also eat cabbage and carrots for salad.
In autumn, they eat fruits like “toshloi” or black berries.

At this time of the year last year, they eat three times during the day. Food is
comprised of tea and some kind of bread for breakfast, tea and bread in the
afternoon, and soup with rice or flour in the evening. When asked to
approximate the amount of food (including milk and milk products) they had last
year, nearly all the children picked stone number 4 (second to the biggest stone)
and 5 to indicate adequate food supply last year. Only 1 girl picked stone 2.

After the dzud, they still eat three times a day and eating the same kind of food.
But the amount of food is reduced this year than last year. Some children picked
stone 3 while others picked stone 2 and stone 1 indicating that they have far less
food this year than last year.

When we asked about why they have reduced food this year, the children said
they lost their animals.

Interview with Dolgorsuren, 68 years old and a widow for 35 years

Dolgorsuren has 6 children and three of them are married. Two of her unmarried
sons, age 26 and 32 and her daughter, age 15 are living with her. Her daughter
stopped schooling when she was at the 5th grade.

During the socialist period, she worked in the state farm milking the cows. When
the state farm closed, she was given 30 animals to start her own herd. Her son,
Nergui, received 10 animals. The herd grew to 70 animals from 1990 to 1996.
But her two sons got married and she gave them 5 animals each. She also sold
some animals and bought furniture for the newly married sons as their culture
dictates.

Before the dzud, she had only 30 animals left. She lost all of it in the dzud.

Her main dream now is marry his son so that when she dies, there would be
someone to take care of him. But she has to provide his son one ger and furnish
the ger.

Problems according to rank:
1. No flour, no rice, no meat
2. No clothes
3. No cash
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I asked her if the government gives her 100,000 tg, what would she do with it.
She said that who would buy flour, rice and meat.

Interview with Women: Hurtoelig-44 years, Bayarjargal –39 yers,
Amarjargal – 47 years, Garmaabazar – 43 years, Enkhtsatsral – 34
years (later on, men joined the interview)

We did proportional piling using ten stones to find out their expenditures.

People living in the sum center are either government employees or herders or
both.

I interviewed herders living in the sum center. To have some cash, they said
they usually sell 2 sheeps every season. A sheep cost about 5,000 tg. They earn
about 10,000 tg. They also sell their wool and the cashmere. But it is difficult to
say how much they really earn from selling wool and cashmere because it varies.

Our assumption was that they have 10 stones to correspond to their cash
income. This was how they divided the stone to indicate their regular
expenditure:

6 stones – clothes and shoes for summer and winter
3 stones – education/school expenses
1 stone – soap

Please note that they sell more animals if they want to buy food items like flour,
rice and tea. Given 10 stones again, this is how they divided their cash for food
expenses:

8 stones – 1 sack of flour
2 stones – tea

When people get sick, they borrow cash from the state employees and/or from
the businessmen. They pay back in livestock.

Borrowing from businessmen:

Every 15 days, businessmen come. They borrow soap, flour, rice, match, candles
and clothes from the businessmen. But the businessmen set the price for all the
exchange of goods taking place. They think that it is unfair price but they cannot
say no to them because they borrow from these businessmen.
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The herders said that their future is bleak as they are not sure whether they can
find employment. They fear the rich herders will not employ them because they
think they are not good herders or else they will not lose their own animals.

Brief interview with Darisuren – very old lady in the sum center (about
90 years)

She said there was no grass. Then there was snow and it was very windy. They
went to other aimag in search of pasture.

We terminated the interview as she digressed to other topics.

Interview with Tsermaa – 33 years, woman headed household

She was married to a man called Chimed when she was 19 years old. They lived
in the same village and got married inside a ger. They had a little wedding, with
lots of people. There was singing all throughout.

They have three children – two boys and one girl. The eldest is 13, the next is 9
years old, the youngest is 6.

When Tsermaa and Chimed started, they had 2 cows. One was from the family
of the boy, the other was from the family of the girl. By 1989, they had 4 cows.
They lived close to the family of the boy.

They moved to the sum center in September 1999 because they have two
children who are going to school. But the husband left and since then has not
returned.

She asked her own father to take care of the cows when they moved to the sum
center. They lost all their 4 cows during the dzud.

I did proportional piling with his eldest son using 5 different sizes of stick. He
said they have more food in the sum center than in the countryside. When I
asked whether they have more food before or after the dzud, he said they have
more food after the dzud.

This puzzled me a bit so I probed. The sum governor and their neighbors said
that since they arrived, the neighbors have been helping them. And they have
more food now (at the time of the interview) because they were given 75 kgs. Of
flour as relief.
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• Minutes of Meeting: Denise
• Meeting with Mr. Namnansuren
• Secretary of the SEC Uvurhungai Aimag
• 8 April, 2000
• 
• Statistics:
• Uvurhungai is 448 Km from Ulaan Batuur
• Last 5 yrs. Uv No. 1 province in head of livestock
• 17,000 herders households in aimag.
• 70% affected by Dzud.
• 240 households lost all livestock
• 4 men died from accidents moving livestock to other pasture.
• Background:
• The Snowstorm Disaster began in January
• Started earlier in summer with the drought - grasslands already eaten.
• Rodents - tried to kill using Govt. helicopter
• 
• Preparedness:
• Feels responsibility - SEC, local organisations and herders not prepared.
• Previous three years winters had been very mild. They did not anticipate the
Dzud
• Connected with privatisation. Herders regard livestock as their own property.
Difficult for govt. to organise for everybody.
• SEC strategy to move livestock to other soums and 5 other Aimags.
• North side better than South but too many came to the North and
overgrazed.
• Livestock depend entirely on nature - herders become really tired.
• 420,000 livestock have died to this stage 8/4. Mainly cows and horses.
• Loss of horses means herders have to reach herds by foot. Some have
bought motorbikes.
• Lactation time now. (Spring/April). 20,000 new born animals dead.
• Weather is still very hard. Cold and windy - cannot get accurate information
from soums and Bags on daily basis.
• Future:
• Disaster will continue until 15 June. Estimate up to 700,000 death of
livestock. Basing estimates on one Soum which lost 2,000 in 5 days.
• Problems:
• Public health concerns
• Worried about people becoming ill from dead animals
• Action: 1. April 17 a team of Aimag govt. officers, Veterinarian, doctor to
assess situation in the AIMAG.
•             2. Call for volunteers from the whole community to assist in
collecting and burying dead animals. Herders cannot do alone.
• Resources Needed:  Fuel for cars. Have no budget provision .
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•                Unemployment among herders
•                 Increase in reported respiratory illnesses
• Resources:
• Community is helping each other.
• Govt. policy to help re-stocking
• 200,000 Tugreks already received and distributed.
• Money from local people, INGOs
• Allocation:
• SEC has 2 policies for immediate response:
• 1. Try to keep livestock alive and re-stocking; most money spent on this
sector to date.
• 2.  Money to be used for herders health
•  Money distributed directly to Soums and Bags.
• 
• Longer term strategy:
• Until 15 June:  Save the livestock
• After 15 June:  Help them get fit.
• Needs:  Fish oil for livestock
• 
• Food Security:
• No reports about people being completely without food.
• Have supplies of dried meat
• No or limited supplies of flour, oil, sugar, rice or other nutritional items
     Herders without cashmere and wool, cannot barter for supplies.
     Herders have no cash.
• Milk and dairy products finished
• Autumn: Oct/Nov. have lot of milk and products are frozen for winter.
• Winter:  Normally livestock provide no food resources.
• 
• Meeting with Mr Gonchigdorg
• Governor, Tugrug Soum
• 
• 9 April, 2000
• 
• Statistics:
• Small soum, 3,000 people
• 80% of population are herders
• 80% of population live on South Gobi side of Soum
• 137,000 livestock. 22% died. Total dead: 30,992
• 80% of all cows died.
• Big loss of pregnant animals and small animals
• 1,425 new born animals have died
• 137 poor families in Soum
• 43 poorest
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• Statistics collected through sub-soum governors weekly
• and sent to Uvurhungai.
• 
• 
• 
• Impact:
• Expects disaster to continue until June if rain/grass comes
• If not, then October
• negative impact on livestock and families lives
• Will be difficult to increase income of herders
• All herders can’t reach sub-soums (sub-districts) for support
• 19 families lost all livestock: includes big and small herders
• 
• Resources Received by the Soum
• Donations from Japanese Government
• NGO Winds of Peace
• Mongolian Sumo Wrestler’s Foundation
• Total: 3 million Tugreks
• Donations of stock feed from govt. reserves
• 
• Distribution
• Allocated 200,000 Tugreks to the Social Centre for distribution to elderly and
poor
•  742 families received some dispersement of feed etc.
• Poorest families received 4-5,000 Tugreks for flour
• 20Kgs. last 8 people - 15 days
• Distributed through sub-soum system but forgot to budget for transport
costs. had to     find 174,000 Tugreks for fuel.
• 
• Public Health Isues
• In Gobi area problems around water
• 41 wells only 10 working
• need fuel for system
• 20 families live around each well

• Vegetable Growers
• Herders sometimes grow vegetables
• Important, but shortage of time and labour
• Governor distributes seed from seed laboratory in UB
• Part of Green Revolution Strategy

Future Strategy:
• Food supply to continue to families who lost everything after summer.
• Social Protection through Social Centre is needed but they have no budget
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• Plans to co-ordinate activities at Social centre between poor and those who
have herds to develop budget.

Meeting with Ms Baigalman
Director of School
9 April

Statistics:
• 566 children aged 8-13 years
• 21 teachers
• 35 workers
• 110 living in dormitory (herders children, very poor and orphans)
• dormitory numbers increased this year
• 70 dropped out this year - both dormitory and non-dormitory children
• Most drop-outs boys
• Major problem is how to occupy dormitory children’s free time
• Impact of  Dzud
• drought - caused families to move and take children out of school
• Boys needed for household and herding activities
• Boys don’t have chance to come back. School provides chance to sit exams if
they study at home.
• Unofficial training also provided in summer.
• Long term impact with reduce knowledge and skills of boys
• Increase isolation
• 
• Government Policy on Education
• Education compulsory 5-17 yrs.
• Official and unofficial training recognised
• Education is free
• Dormitory is free and food will be provided from September by government
so families don’t have to give 1 goat and 1 sheep for food.
• 
• 
• Meeting with Dr. Byaymbasambyy
• Director of the Hospital
• 
• Statistics:
• 2 doctors
• 90 workers
• Budget - 219 million Tugreks
• 4 branches in sub-soums with doctors
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• 1 ambulance
• 340 people in hospital each year
• 
• Impact of Dzud
• Winter and Spring increase in respiratory illness double this year to last.
• Elderley affected most
• families moving to other pastures
• Much time and money spent on ambulance visits
• People don’t like to stay in hospital - thinking about livestock
• Sub-soum doctors are routinely checking on families
• 20 voluntary nurses assisting them.
• Increased calls to doctors
• Most are women and children.
• Women working all day and night -
• Respiratory illnesses becoming chronic especially among poor women.
• Death of one child from influenza
• Overall compared to last year, increased number of illnesses, too much work,
morale is affected and families feeling increased pressure
• 
• Meeting with Governor O. Batmunkh
• Uvurhunghai Aimag
• 
• 11 April
• 
• Information update as at 10/4/00
• Received donation from Red Cross
• Chosen 3 soums to distribute food
• UNDP ready to begin 80,000 million Tug. program in 3 soums.
• Program is food for livestock
• Food for 200 families
• Donations from Japanese govt., Winds of Peace and Wrestler’s Fund total 12
million Tugreks has been divided into 5 parts and distributed to 5 soums.
• Donations purchased:
• 6.5 tons flour
• 1,700 kg. rice
• .05 tonnes yellow rice (can be used for livestock or people depending on
quality)
• diesel oil
• dried milk
• 200 litres fish oil
• 
• Problems they are facing:
• Many herders: 17,000 in the aimag
• donation have been made to 10-20% of needy population.
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• Govt. have given 60 million Tugs. Something for each household.
• Grasslands have no feed pastures
• Land Law says herders need to change grazing lands - to rotate pastures
• Herders livestock depends on nature.
• Need more resources
• 
• 
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• Meeting with local PAPO staff
• on costs associated with implementation of food distribution program:
• 
• 10 April
• 
• Communication capacity:
• Telephone line exists between aimag and soums
• No communication except by horse between soum and Bagh
• No fax, email or mobile phone capacity to Ulaan Bataar
• 
• Distances:
• UB to Uvurhunghai 435 kms.
• Uv. to Tugrub soum 100 kms.
• 4 sub-soums from soum centre - 50, 35, 25, 19 kms.
• 
• Quantity: based on 5 members per family per day
• flour - 1 kg
• rice   - 1/2 kg
• oil     - 1 litre per 15 days
• sugar - 1kg
• 
• Prices:
• Flour 1 kg 350 Tugreks
• Rice 1 kg 380 Tugreks
• Sugar 1 kg 480/500 Tugreks
• oil 1 litre   1300 Tugreks
• 
• Transport:
• Type A-93  Diesel for trucks 429 Tugreks per litre
• Type B-76   Petrol for cars 370  Tugreks per litre
• 
• Allowances:
• Staff seconded from PAPO
• 
• Communication:
• Telephone
• fax
• office materials/equipment
• 
• Oxfam in-Country Expenses
• Salary program coordinator x days
• Program coordinator monitoring visit
• administration
• communication
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• 
• Meeting with Mun-voijr, Tudordorj, Vaijnter, Doivaaand En rajar
• Governor and officials of Ider Soum: Zavkhan Aimag
• 
• 14 April
• 
• The governor described Ider as a very cold soum. It is 2,000 metres above
sea level. Normally 15degrees in summer and between -35 and -45degrees in
winter. Last summer was hot - 25-30 degrees with no rain. They couldn’t prepare
hay for winter. It was a long winter from October. There were 15-35 cms of
snow by beginning of October. Extreme cold followed -50 degrees; animals
couldn’t find grass because of drought and they died.
• 
• Ider is 3,700 square km - 40% area is forest and 60% pasture.
• 91,277 livestock as at December, 1999
• 9,200 (15%) livestock died
• 60% of the total loss is cattle.
• Population: 3,470
• 880 households with more than 200 families with less than 50 head of cattle
• 22 families lost all livestock
• 40% families are below poverty level. Poverty criteris is determined using the
government’s Minimum Living Standard of 9,720 tugreks per person per month.
Herders livestock are counted and accorded a cash value; divided by number of
family members and divided by twelve months. If 40% below the MLS they are
considered poor.
• The soum has 4 bags. Two badly affected - several families lost 37-40% of
livestock. They expect loss of more livestock up until mid-may. They normally
experience loss at this time, but this year expected to be worse due to the poor
condition of the grass and the animals.
• 
• Problems:
• Food security: The worst period normally is between March and June. Milk
production hasn’t started as animals are too weak. There is also no meat. Stored
meat finishes at the end of March because it is getting warm and meat thaws.
They also never kill animals between March and June - even if they did the
animals have no nutritious value for humans and it would be a waste of life. With
the loss of so many cattle the source of milk will be reduced in June.
• 
• Health: People are getting more illnesses from animal diseases. The main
disease from animals and raw meat is Bourcellous (check spelling). The early
symptoms are weakness, loss of energy and gradual death. They did not think
there was an increase due to the Dzud. The soum has a veterinarian but since
privatisation people have to pay for services. If there is an epidemic among the
animals the Aimag will pay for vaccines.
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• 
• People are neglecting early signs and come for medical help too late. The
group agreed that the main reason for high liver disease was the high fat content
in Yak meat.  There is an increase in kidney, liver, respiratory problems and
pneumonia. They are sending an average of 2 appendix cases per week to the
soum hospital although since the Dzud it has sometimes been 3/4 cases per day.
They blame the high iron content in their water - it is known as “hard water”.
They said it was normal to have an increase of appendix cases in Spring but it
was many more this year.
• 
• Water supply: The soum has a river and 13 wells which are all destroyed.
They want to repair but have no money.
• 
• Families who have lost everything are moving to the soum.
• 
• 
• Meeting with Sengsragchaa
• and his family in Ider soum
• 
• 14 April
• 
• This family has six members. They lost all 150 livestock in January and
February. There was no grass, too cold and too much snow. The father had
previously been head of bag between 1980-89 and then in the soum centre since
1991. After the democratic transition he had no job and took up herding.
Although he was from a herder family he had not much experience of herding.
He had a little savings but that had run out. He has received aid from the central
government, the wrestlers fund and the Democracy Party. Food aid was flour,
rice, tea
• 
• Meeting with  71 yr.old man
• and his daughters

• 14 April
• 
• This man’s son had died so he and his wife lived with his daughter -in- law,
and daughter. Another son, is unemployed and lives in the aimag centre. There
are two boys aged 9 & 8 who are at school in the soum centre and three girls
aged 7,5 and 9 months. This man had worked for 43 years in a government
position and never been a herder before 1989.
• 
• Livelihood -  He had lost most of his 100 animals. They had died from
something like “mad cow disease” - possibly rabies - as the dogs had eaten the
dead animals and other animals caught the disease. He received emergency
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assistance from the aimag. He burnt animals and buried all the remains. The vet.
said it was related to the Dzud.
• More animals had suddenly died in the last couple of days - mainly goats and
sheep. He doesn’t whether it was a disease.
• He thinks a family of 6 needs more than 500 animals to have a good life. If
about 300 it is just enough to survive.
• He has 30 animals left.
• He receives a pension of 16,000 Tugreks a month but it is not paid regularly.
They do not have enough for a 50 kg. bag of flour - cannot buy clothes for
children. They make all clothes and boots.
• The family is facing a very difficult time.
• 
• Issues:
• He has to find a good place for grazing because when the snow is gone there
will be no water. It will be very difficult to move.
•  Food security:
• They have frozen meat for 1 more month. They have a little fresh milk from
the cow which they use in tea. He used to have 14 cows, now 4 and it is not
enough to make butter or milk. He worries that they won’t calve this year.
• The most difficult months for food will be spring - between March and June.
• 
• Biggest Problem: He prays for nature not to take all his animals.
• 
• Meeting with Woman herder
• Totsonsengel soum
• 


